
    O SAY CAN’T YOU SEE? 

 

   We shout when we should be discussing, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We shoot when we should be disarming, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We claim that the poor are just lazy, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We budget to build bigger prisons, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We blunder in wars that are endless, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We lie and deny that we’re lying, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We bicker like lawyers for peanuts, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We covet the fame of the famous, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

   We say without money we’re nothing, 

      and the country in chaos accepts it. 

 

   The country in chaos accepts it 

      when churches are ruled by accountants. 

   The country in chaos accepts it 

    when teachers are mocked if they picket. 

   The country in chaos accepts it 

      when oldsters are warehoused to wither. 

   The country in chaos accepts it 

      when snipers are honored for murders. 

   The country in chaos accepts it 

       when leaders see voters as suckers. 

The country in chaos denies it 



      when phone calls are tapped and recorded. 

   The country in chaos denies it 

      when hucksters control the elections. 

   The country in chaos denies it 

      when seniors are treated as burdens. 

   The country in chaos denies it 

      when what we call learning is training. 

   

When poets are silenced as rebels, 

      the country in chaos denies it. 

   When nobody speaks for the needy, 

      the country in chaos denies it. 

   When murders are common as muggings,  

      the country in chaos denies it. 

   When nothing else matters but winning, 

      the country in chaos denies it. 

   When losers are said to deserve it,    

      the country in chaos denies it. 

When tattoos exist for the gawkers, 

   the country in chaos denies it.  

 When sex is just something to market, 

      the country in chaos denies it. 

   When only the chosen are favored, 

      the country in chaos denies it. 

   When a country’s already in chaos, 

      what good does it do to deny it? 

    

       

   

 

    

 


